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FadeMasterLos, a Barber based in
Columbia, SC, began his
barbering business on walk-in
clients, deciding it was the best
way to create relationships with
customers. 

For a while, he was able to
generate enough income to
support himself. However, Los
wasn't curating a clientele. He
had to work long hours to make
ends meet because he was at the
mercy of foot traffic at his shop.
He didn't have the flexibility in his
schedule to leave the shop when
personal matters arose. After all, if
you don't cut, you don't eat. 
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Eventually, Fade Master Los, feeling the
urge to work smarter rather than harder,
began the transition of elevating his
business model from one powered by
walk-ins to one powered by
appointments. 

THE CHALLENGE
Work smart not hard
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An effective way for clients to schedule daily appointments. 

To be searchable and discoverable by clients and to have service
offerings easily displayed for selection.

The ability to visualize and forecast his business. 
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He modernized his business using
theCut's clean mobile app which
displays his availability and service
offerings. 

New clients are able to discover him
while searching on theCut and can
book him from the app.

Fade Master Los is able to build his
brand by showcasing his portfolio of
cuts and reviews for his clients.

Fade Master Los chose theCut as his
standalone, do-it-all piece of technology
to transition to a full-time, appointment-
based business. 

Fade Master Los now
has the flexibility in his
schedule to build
deeper relationships
with his clients & better
engage with them. 

THE SOLUTION



increase in revenue after
switching from walk-ins to
appointments.

20% 
THE NUMBERS

The app saves me so
much time by
allowing clients to
book themselves
based on my
available time slots.
This allows me to be
more organized and
professional with my
clients.



Create a digital brand and presence for clients to discover,
book & pay for appointments. 
Manage and build relationships with clients while effortlessly
growing your business. 

At theCut, we empower both barbers to modernize their
businesses by giving them the ability to manage their schedules
from the palms of their hands. With theCut, Barbers can: 

Have Questions? Contact us!
info@thecut.co


